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Conny Palm was born on May 31, 1907 and began in 1925 
his studies at the Royal Institute of Technology. lIe 
finished the essential parts of his studies around 
1930-31, but did not pass his final university exami
nation until 1940. However, since 1934 he worked within 
the area of telephony and wrote a number of important 
publications on teletraffic theory. 

Being the colorful personality he was, he did not take 
something like examinations very seriously. The main 
thing was, he believed, that you knew your stuff. And 
one dare say that Conny Palm mastered the subjects 
with which he worked. But one dare also say that 
things which did not interest him were done reluctantly, 
only. The combination of bohemian and genius, technician 
and mathematician in one person is very rare. Add to 
this a great respect for the mathematical quality and 
the technical possibilities, together with a constant 
wish of sound application to the problems of daily life 
within the telephony, it is evident that Conny Palm 
not only during his time, but also in the future will 
shine as an example within our science - the tele
traffic theory. 

But in order t o fully understand this brief, but spark
ling life - he died at the age of 44 - we will have to 
add that Conny Palm planted a parallelogram of forces 
between the manufacture by L M Ericsson , the Swedish 
Telecommunications Administration, the Royal Institute 
of Technology in Stockholm and the pure sciences in 
Cramer's Stockholm School of statistics and probability 
theory . To survive within the parallelogram of forces -
with its powerful and not always concurrent f orce s -
requires a man of quite a calibre. To enter such circles 
does also require surroundings of personalities possess
ing statures. Two personalities, who brought Conny 
Palm into these circles, were Nils Ronnblom from the 
Administration and Karl Lundqvist from L M Ericsson. 

A few years later the probability theorist, Willy 
Feller , was the one who tied up the link between Conny 
Palm and the Cramer School at the Stockholm University . 
Here Conny Palm, during the term 1937-38, at Cramer's 
seminars on mathematical statistics talked about pro
bability theory and its application within the tele 
phony. According to Cramer, Palm presented a unique, 
mature and clari'fied view on his ideas of probability 
theory. The culmination of his work was his thesis in 
1943, and the "rounding-off" of his achievements within 
the theory was published in 1946 in a special issue. 

It is characteristic that prior to the thesis the 
measurements at the Ostermalm telephone exchange had 
taken place in 1941, and after the thesis followed 
the construction of the traffic machine to be used for 
illustration of complicated traffic organizations which, 
in a foreseeable future, it was not possible to illu
strate by usual mathematical methods. 

For Conny Palm, a creative personality, respected for 
his work, both within the application and within the 
theory, by technicians, mathematicians and administra
tors, everything seemed laid out beautifully. 

Yet, we all have, I believe, to admit that neither 
he nor his surroundings would characterize the final 
phase of his life as a bright phase, no ~atter whether 
you look at it professionally or from the human point 
of view. 
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When everything went wrong and when something was 
successful, it was not, one may say , a fulfilment of 
what he was meant for - it may have many explanations. 
Personally I am of the opinion that this is really more 
a general problem that everybody who moves in interdisci
plinary areas faces when time for placing them in ter
minal position approaches. No one is there , and if there 
are some, the surroundings will make sure that they 
come from their own stables, in other words, not inter
disciplinary persons. 

We have often faced this within our own speciality, and 
we see it within other inter-disciplinary areas. It 
cannot remain interdisciplinary for ever. As a conse
quence, if, within a reasonable span of time, it is not 
successful , in securing a foothold, it will be eaten up 
by. the neighbours who already h~ve s~cured the foot
hold. The institutional environments within educational 
centers, and within those places where the product 
later on will be used are of paramount importance for 
successful result - and that especially after the ini
tial 10 years with their more modest demands with re
spect to adjustment . 

But let us leave this shady side of the inter-discipli
nary sciences which we, when we admit it exists, in 
future may be able to do something about , and let us 
realize that the efforts of a scientist are not only 
his own achievements but also what he generates. If 
we measure Conny Palm according to that measurement, 
we get the directly opposite result - a unique research 
life which fostered many ' pupils who are now working 
at the Swedish Teleadministration, L M Ericsson and at 
Swedish Universiti es. 

While Palm was still alive he gave the year prior to 
his death, through the thesis of Chr . Jacobaeus, his 
seeds of knowledge to the next generations . A more 
beautiful posthumous reputation than the Swedish 
achievements within the teletraffic theory during the 
past 20 years - which we all during the previous six 
conferences and now here during t.he 7th have experi
enced - no scientist can wish for. 

I will here give you a survey of Conny Palm ' s thesis 
"Intensitiitsschwankungen im Fernsprechverkehr". 

I want to thank Bengt Wallstrom for his contribution 
to this . 

Teletraffic theory is a fairly young science. Only 
about half a century has elapsed since Erlang made 
his fundamental studies on congestion and waiting 
time problems. His new probabilistic conception of 
telephone traffic constitutes the origin of modern 
teletraffic theory and of the general tbeory of sto
chastic processes as well. Since then these two sub
jects have developed rapidly and have derived many 
fruitful ideas from each other. 

Much of Conny Palm's work on teletraffic has a very 
general and originative character and has been widely 
adopted in statistical theory . In 1950 Feller / 1/ wrote 
the following about these matters: 
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"Waiting time and trunking problems for telephone 
exchanges were studied long before the theory of sto
chastic processes was available and had a stimulating 
influence on the development of the theory. In par
ticular Palm's impressive work over many years has 
proved useful to several authors." Since then many 
important works have appeared which confirm that sta
tement. Palm's thesis, "Intensitatsschwankungen im 
Fernsprechverkehr" is particularly rich in new and 
stimulating ideas. Still it may not be so well known 
as it deserves t o be, because it is yet available 
in one language only (in German). It is indeed a 
very stimulating and useful reading. A prominent 
feature of the thesis is its imaginative and care
ful discussions of the various mathematical models 
and the reality they are to describe. 

The thesis consists of two parts. The first one is a 
general theoretical study of point processes and 
their applications to telephone traffic problems. 
The second one is a more specialized study that is 
focused on traffic intensity variations. It is natu
ral, perhaps, that the more general study of the 
first parts has had a particularly great influence on 
the theory of stochastic processes. 

Earlier works on teletraffic assumed - apart from 
simple modifications - pure random call arrivals, 
i.e. an essentially constant call intensity . For 
many purposes, however, such a description had proved 
too rough. Palm builds up his new theory from very 
general assumptions. To start with he just postu
lates the existence of a probability at every point 
of time that a call shall occur, multiple calls having 
zero probability. A process of calls is then charac
terized by the joint probability density function 
(p.d.f.) of the intervals xl , x2 ' ••••• , xn 
between consecutive calls in a randomly chosen se
quence of n+1 calls. This p.d.f. is denoted 

Fn (xl' x2' •••• , xn ) • 

(It should be noted that Palm's notations are not 
always in accordance with modern practice.) 

The definition of F includes a very weak stationarity 
assumption. This isnessentially that Fn , the p.d.f., 
shall be the same function for randomly chosen call 
sequences that are infinitely distant in time. Thus 
the process must not change character in the long 
run. 

So far the theory is clearly general enough to include, 
e.g. periodic and stochastic call intensity variations 
as well as various types of dependence between calls. 

The next step is to look for useful specializations. 
In doing that, Palm developed new lines of thought 
that would prove extremely fruitful. Some of the 
pertinent sentences of the thesis might be translated 
into EnglJsh as follows: 

"The common structure of most call processes treated 
in this work appears as a phenomenon that may suitably 
be referred to as equilibrium points. In such a point 
the probability of the future development of the 
process is independent of the positions of preceding 
calls. A knowledge of the positions of equilibrium 
points will clearly imply substantial possiblities 
of simplifying the description of the processes. 
Sometimes the equilibrium points coincide with a call. 
When this is not the case, they will be determined by 
comparison with other processes. In general, the 
equilibrium points appear in interval s where every 
point is an equilibrium point. These intervals may 
be called equilibrium intervals. 

A special type of process, which constit ute s the 
next generalization of the Poisson process, is of 
great importance for the following develop~ents. 
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These processes are characterized by the condition, 
that every call is. an equilibriQ~ point. But this does 
not prevent other points from ~eing equilibrium points 
as well. The probability of the future development 
after a call chosen in an arbitrary way is then in
d.ependent of the positions of the preceding calls. 
Such processes may suitably be referred to as processes 
with limited after-effect. 

This deno~ination can be explained by the fact that 
in all other processes there is a kind of unlimited 
after-e ffe ct s ince t he probabili t ies of the conditions 
after a ca ll t hat i s not an equilibrium point, can be 
brought into dependence of the position of a preceding 
call however distant it may be. Denoting by F(x) the 
p.d.f. of call int ervals in a process with limited 
after-effect, it follows from t he above independence 
assumption that the joint p.d.f. of n:th order will 
be 

Fn (x1 , x2 ' •••• , xn ) = F(x1) .F(x2 ) ••• F(xn )·" 

It is unnecessary to stress the importance of these 
lines to the present audience. The principal thing, 
of course, is the discovery of "equilibrium points", 
or, in modern terminology,points of regeneration or 
recurrence. This concept, as we know, was the key to 
an exceptional develop~ent and would appear as one 
of the major contributions to the theory of stochastic 
processes. 

A special study is devoted to the process of calls 
overflowing from a fully available group when the 
offered calls are described by a recurrent process 
and the holding times follow a negative exponential 
distribution. This investigation yields among other 
things an explicit congestion formula constituting 
a remarkable generalization of Erlang's loss formula. 

Among Palm's contributions it seems that the theory 
of regeneration points has proved more useful to 
other authors than anything else. But still there 
are several other originative ideas and studies in 
his thesis, the importance of which may increase in 
the future. For instance he solves the full avail
ability loss system for the general stationary call 
process, defined by the p.d.f. Fn(x1' x2' •••• , xn ) 
and obtains the state probabilities as 1nfinite series. 
The solution may be too general and complex to allow 
direct application to practical problems. It should 
be possible, however, to specialize the ~odel in 
various ways and so obtain useful results. For instance 
one could specify particular types of intensity varia
tions and dependencies between calls. 

The ultimate objective of Palm's thesis is to obtain 
a sufficiently realistic description of real tele
phone traffic, that is also as simple as possible. It 
is very instructive, indeed, to study his method of 
achieving that objective. Part icularly interesting 
is his heuristic reasoning about the origination of 
traffics and the investigations on the superposition 
of call processes. It is demonstrated by several 
examples that the typical structure and operation of 
telephone plant implies repeated merging and splitting 
of traffic streams. Further it is found that these 
procedures may be characterized to a great extent by 
conditions of independence and randomness. 

For the case when a number of independent call processes 
are superposed, Palm derives a very important limit 
theorem. It is imagined that the number of component 
is increased towards infinity , while the call 
intensity of each process is decreased towards zero 
in such a way that the sum of the call intensities 
tends to a finite constant. The general limiting 
result is that co~b ined sequence tends t o a Poisson 
process, provided that multiple calls have zero pro
bability in all component processes. 

• 
• 

• 



• 
• 
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It might be added that a similar limit theorem can be 
derived for the case when a traffic of great intensity 
is split at random into many small traffics. In such a 
case the resulting partial processes behave asymptot
ically as Poisson process. The general investigations 
considered so far are followed by a study, that is more 
concentrated on practical questions. Here the basic 
assumptions about the process of calls are somewhat 
more specialized and may be summarized as follows: 

During very short time intervals the relations of 
pure random traffic are valid, but the call probability 
varies with absolute time. This variation is partly 
random, partly common to most subscribers. Thus the 
probabili ty of a call in a small time interval (T, 
T+dT) may be written y(T) ·dT, where y(T) is the call 
intensity at time T. As usual the holding times are 
assumed to follow a negative exponential distribution. 
Further specialization of the model is made in two 
main steps. 

Firstly it is assumed that the call intensity y(T) 
varies so slowly with time that the results for pure 
random traffic are nearly always valid. This makes it 
possible to calculate average losses and other useful 
data from a limited knowledge about the call intensity 

. function y(T) (which cannot possibly be predicted in 
detail). For instance average congestion values may 
be calculated by averaging the Erlang loss formula 
over the distribution of call intensities. 

Secondly it is necessary to specialize that distri
bution function so as to obtain practically useful 
results. This procedure is based on the conception 
that the character of traffics must depend strongly 
on the merging and splitting operations taking place 
in the plant. The essence of the approach is that 
traffics are considered to emerge through the super
position of large numbers of small components, the 
latter being chosen at random out of a large traffic 
pool. The individual component processes may exhibit 
intensity variations that are partly common, partly 
independent, but they must, of course, be "slow" in 
the sence explained above. From these basic ideas, 
Palm derives a number of important theorems for 
traffic processes, which are useful for the final 
choice of distribution model. But above all, this 
part of the thesis is characterized by a lot of new, 
imaginative thinking about telephone traffic funda
mentals. Indeed the whole thesis is rather exceptional 
in that respect and will no doubt serve as a rich 
source of inspiration for traffic theorists for many 
years to come. 

I shall then give you some comnents on the works of 
Conny Palm within the field of teletraffic measure
ments. 

I wish to thank Villy Baek Iversen for his contri
bution··here. 

Conny Palm's work within teletraffic measurements 
may be divided into two classes : 

- the creation of a general measurement philosophy 
in connection with the verification of the theories 
in his thesis (9, 10, 14, 15); 

- deductive statistical works in continuation of his 
traffic model (10, 16, 22) and the solutio~ of 
basic problems like the reliability of traffic 
volume estimates obtained by the scanning method 
(8) and call charging problems (8, 24) . 

We shall have a closer look at some of these works 
taking our starting point in his thesis, where he as 
mentioned, develops a generalization of the Poisson 
process. His intention was to construct a traffic 
theory, yielding better agreement with practical ob
servations than the classical stationary Poisso.:! pro
cess applied to the Busy Hour traffic value as a 
parameter. 
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To do this, his manner of working necessarily had to be 
inductive. In ' the construction of alternative models, 
Palm got his ideas fro~ practical experience and put 
up mathematical models based on the theory of stocha
stic processes. 

From these models he then derived certain properties 
that could be tested through practical investigations. 
Not until this verification had been successfully 
performed did he place any value on the model. As 
his models, furthermore, were to be applied daily by 
people without knowledge of teletraffic theory, he 
p~t as a selfevident requirement to all new models 
1) that the model must be simple to apply to practical 
dimensioning, and 2) that it must be possible to 
check the correspondence between theory and real 
traffic without too great difficulties. 

This way of working requires, in order to be able to 
put up a good model, a deep insight into the very 
nature of telep~onetraffic. In this way, the appli
cations become the main-point and not the theory it
self. When studying Palm's work this becomes apparent 
very soon. No matter how complex his mathematical 
tools may be, he always had a practical application 
in mind. 

Sometimes you can see a conflict between his formu
lation and the formulation one would like to make, 
if not restricted by reality. The verification of mo
dels implied that Palm had to consider all existing 
possibilities for collecting data and to investigate 
to what extent these data were applicable in order 
to obtain a satisfactory verification. Therefore he 
went through all the principles of measuring: 
continuous versus discrete, preprocessing versus 
fixing of the traffic process, etc., and co.~pared 

this with the technical and economical possibilities 
at that time. 

The conclusion he arrived at was that the measuring 
equip~ent should be based on electro-mechanical com
ponents, and the scanning principle was preferred. 
Furthermore, the data (preprocessed by the exchange 
and the measuring equip~ent) were registered on call
meters, which were photographed at fixed times . Only 
the time generator was non-mechanical, a crystal
controlled frequency standard. 

Furthermore, he took into account all obtainable 
statistics (measuring functions). Theoretically an 
infinite number exists, but only very few were found 
appropriate. They may all be divided into two classes: 

- incoming traffic statistics, i.e. statistics for 
each call; 

internal traffic statistics, i .e. statistics for 
each time uni t. 

In the first class the inter-arrival times are of the 
greatest importance when verifying his model. There
fore, in spite of technical difficulties, a special 
measuring equipment was designed for recording these, 
although this did not record the chronological order 
of the observations. Also the distances between each 
n'th call were desirable, b~t these were for technical 
reasons not obtained. 

In the second class the state probabilities and 
state combinations were recorded, among these the 
usual traffic volume measurement. 

The measurements starting in 1937 were carried out 
during several years in Ostermalm's telephone station 
in Stockholm. As a result of the first measurements 
he gained experience which caused changes and ex
tensions of the equipment. In his thesis he applied 
data covering a period of 2 months in 1941, compri s-
ing about 400,000 calls. . 
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To illustrate the difficulties in connection with the 
measurements, it may be mentioned that 

- for technical reasons inter-arrival times were not 
recorded whereas inter-departure times were re
corded. 

- only one group compr1s1ng 36 devices was conne·cted. 
Congestion was not allowed as this would imply 
unwanted effects in the first step of verifica
tion. Rando~ hunting was assumed when treating 
the state combinations. 

So, in spite of the exte~sive measurements, he did 
not obtain sufficient data to allow, e.g., a veri
fication of his general superposition theory . 

In the light of these technical limitations, it is 
astonishing to note how Palm was able to obtain accu
rate data, and, by making approximations to complex 
formulae, to calculate the wanted statistics, thus 
allowing a verification of the basic model. The 
reason for this is that he always for every step 
estimated all sources of errors. This resulted, among 
other things, in the solution of some fundamental 
problems in traffic measurement and call charging. 

In 1941 Conny Palm (8) analyzed the scanning method 
applied to measure~ent of holding times and traffic 
volumes assuming pure chance traffic of first type. 
In accordance with the measurement equipment he did 
not calculate the distribution of the observed in
dividual holding times, as these were not recorded, 
but found the reliability of the mean holding time 
for one call. On the assumption of independence he 
then obtained the reliability of a traffic volume 
composed of a given number of calls. 

In his definition of the problem he looked away fro~ 
the limited measuring period, thus avoiding corre
lation between errors caused by the ~easuring prin
ciple and errors deriving from the statistical 
sampling. (This has later been done by K.M. Olsson 
and the error is shown to be of no importance as 
far as practical measurements are concerned.) On 
the same occasion he also showed that time displace
~ent arising from sequential scanning of a whole 
group, does not influence the reliability. 

He applie.d the results to call charging according 
to the Karlsson principle, letting a certain pro
portion of the calls being charged according to the 
nwnber of calls. He looked especially at the question 
- important from the viewpoint of subscriber - of 
the probability of over-charging a subscriber. 

The abovementioned problems were handled in a way 
typical of Palm. He looked at all possible aSSQ~p
tions and eliminated those, which were of no signi
ficance. "In this 'way he obtained an elegant mathe
matical solution. The results have later on been 
fundamental for all traffic measurements and charg
ing problems. 

In (24) in 1947 Palm further analyzed the very im
portant problem of charging arising in co~nection 
with fully automatic telephone exchanges. 

He outlines the different requirements in connectio~ 
with charging. While in (8) he analyzed the Karlsson 
charging, he now, in detail, analyzes charging, also 
by equidistant pulses, but with the first pulse al
ways placed at the starting time of the call. He 
considers the deviation from charging by a constant 
amount per call + constant ~ount per time unit. 
Flat and steep time distributions are investigated ' 
and compared with measurements. 

In later 'works (16, 22) the fluctuations of measured 
traffics are obtained for the continous measuring 
method. He uses the traffic model in his thesis, and 
besides the usual variation of the traffic volume he 
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thus also includes a term caused by variations in 
the intensity. This ' extra term often dominates the 
usual term, thus being very important. 

Compared with traffic measurements today Palm lacked 
two things very badly. Easy access to record data 
and storage of details of the traffic process, some
times the total process. In advance Palm had to decide 
which statistics he wanted and to get them by means 
of specially constructed equip~ent. 

He also lacked automatic computing machines. Palm 
shows much talent when it comes to developing approxi
mation formulae for numerical calculations. However, 
many investigations were not possible because of the 
numerical work. 

The result of these needs was that Palm began con
structing a traffic machine for generating artificial 
traffic a,d with the assistance of Stellan Ekberg 
studied complicated gradings. Thus, the relay comp~ter 
BARK was completed in 1952, and one year later BESK, 
a first generation (vacuum tube) digital comp~ter. 

Today we have the digital co~puters, allowing large 
collection and storage of data to be handled in short 
time without much work co.~pared to real data collection 
followed by manual data treatment. Also, for example 
when carrying o~t a traffic measurement for research 
purposes, we do not have to decide in advance which 
statistics are to be calculated. We are able to record 
the complete traffic process and repeat it in the co~
p~ter as many times as we want, as 'we will hear at 
this Congress. 

We all admire Conny Palm's great respect for the proper 
use of theory and technique. His measurement techniques 
are saturated with this. But Conny Palm also tried to 
build a bridge from teletraffic theory to the outside 
world. Let me mentio-:l "Palm's Model for the Machine 
Interference Proble~". 

The problem of machine interference is usually stated 
in terms of a group of machines that breaks down from 
time to time. This set of machines is served by a 
number of repairmen. However, it may happen that the 
number of machines out of service at the same time 
is greater than the number of repairmen available, 
so that some machines have to wait. Thus, in addition 
to the normal loss due to time spent in servicing 
machines, there is the interference loss due to the 
fact that sometimes servicing is delayed. 

Conny Palm gave in 1947 a numerical method for cal
culating the optimal number of machines per worker 
under the following, very reasonable assumptions: 

- All machines are similar as to the average number of 
breakdowns which each experiences per unit time. 

All repairmen are similar as to skill in serv1c1ng 
the machines and vice versa; all machines are 
similar as to skill needed to res t ore them to 
work. 

Uninterrupt ed working time of a machine is expo
nentially distributed. 

Repair time of a machine by a repairman is also 
exponentially distributed. 

The syste~ is in a state of statistical equili
brium. 

This is nowadays known as Palm's model. 

The machine int erference problem is well known in 
t he field of indust r ial engineering, and before 
Palm's work several solutions had been proposed. 
Referring to these Palm wrote: 

• 
• 

• 
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"The solutions proposed hitherto do not seem to be 
consistent in the mathematical treatment nor to 
have been trusted by profess ional people. If. 

Palm's article and the way how he attacked the pro
blem antedates the time when operations research 
workers regarded themselves as such. I believe that 
for Con.y Palm it was not difficult to solve this 
practical problem due to his background with problems 
of telep~ony, as he wrote: "In the following, a new 
treatment of the problem is given, which seems to 
be mathematically correct , and which makes the nu
merical wurk rather simple. The results have, there
fore, been presented in a diagram which will pro
bably suffice for mos t p.~actical purposes. Here 
we might meZltion that the mathematical treatment 
of the pro~lem is very similar t o certain waiting 
time problems occurring in telep~ony . For the prob
lems of telephony, which are ~sually much more com
plicated than the problem treated here, good mathe
matical methods of solution have long existed." 
T think we all agree with these words of Conny 
Palm. 

I am confident that I speak on everybody's behalf 
when I conclude this review of Conny Palm 's work 
by saying that no matter whether our background is 
technical, administrative or mathematical , we are 
all filled with admiration for this Swedish achieve
ment within the teletraffic theory, and its appli
cation within administration techniques and planning , 
and filled with admiration for its Nestor Conny 
Palm. With gratitude we think of Nils Ronnblom 
and Karl Lundqvist who guided Conny Palm. We think 
of Nils Ronnblom who gave everything he had in 
order tbat this genius might blossom , and we thank 
Harald Cramer for what bis school did for Conny 
Palm and his develop~ent . Last, but certainly not 
least. we thank you. Christian Jacobaeus . You have 
in your own way and in your own work carried the 
torch Conny Palm handed over to you into the 
future for the benefit of all of us. Thank you for 
the dignity and warmth, with which you , through 
successful technical and scientific efforts, anima
ting inspiration and patient support to the next ge
neration, have preserved Conny Palm 's luminary in 
Sweden. 

Publications by Conny Palm 

Hain Parts: 

A. Intensitatsschwankungen im Fernsprechverkehr. 
Thesis Ericsso:J. Technics, 1943 . No. 44 187 pp 

B. Special issue of "Teletrafikteknik" 
Tekniska ~1eddelanden fran Kungliga Telegraf
styrelsen. 1946 109 pp. 

Published in English : 
Research on Telephone Traffic Carried by Full 
Availability Groups . Tele, English Edition. 
No. 1, 1957. 109 pp. 
(Please see table of contents below) 

Publications in Chronological Order 

1. Calcul exact de la perte dans les groupes de 
circuits echelonnes 
Ericsson Technics. 1936, No. 3. pp. 41-71. 

2 Inhomogeneous Telephone Traffic in Full-Avail
ability Groups . Ericsson Technics, 1937, No . 1. 
pp 3-36. 
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3. Nagra undersokningar over vantetider vid tele
fonanlaggningar. 

Tekniska Meddelanden fran Kungliga Telegraf
styrelsen, 1937, Nos. 7-9. pp. 109-127. 

Trans .: Some Investigations into Waiting Times in 
Telephone Plants. 

Published in French, see No . 4. 

4 . Etude des delais d'attente. 
Ericsson Technics, 1937~ No. 2. pp. 39-56. 

5. Analysis of the Erlang Traffic Formulae for Busy
Signal Arrangements. 
Ericsson Technics, 1938, No. 4. pp. 39-58. 

6. Nagra undersokningar over trafikforhallandena vid 
stel koppling. 
1938, 12 pp. 
Non-published manus. (Telestyrelsen Sua 717). 

Trans.: Some Investigations .Dn Traffic Distribu
tions for Common Gro~p Sonnections. 

7. Telefonanlaggningarnas betjaningskvalitet. 
Ericsson Revie~, 1940, No. 3. pp. 66-76. 

Trans. : Service Quality of Telephone Plants. 

8. Matnoggrannhet vid bestfufu.ing av trafikmangd 
enligt genomsokningsforfarandet. 

Tekniska Heddelanden fran Kungliga Telegraf
styrelsen. 1 1941, Nos. 7-9. p~. 97-115. 

Trans.: Accuracy of Heasurements in Determinig 
Traffic Volumes by the Scanning Method . 

9. Speciella trafikmatningar vid Osterffialms telefon
station 1941. 

Hatningarnas syfte och allmanna upplaggning. 
1941. 14 pp. 
Not published. 

10. Intensitatsschwankungen im Fernsprechverkehr . 
Thesis. Ericsson Technics, 1943. No. 44. 187 pp. 

11. En formfaktor for bedomning av vantetidsfordel
ningar . 
Tekniska ~eddelanden fran Kungliga Telegrafstyrel
sen, 1943, Nos . 1-3. pp. 1-6 . 

12. Nagra fol,idsatser ur de Erlang'ska formlerna. 
Tekniska Meddelanden fran Kungliga Telegraf
styrelsen, 1943, Nos. 1-3. pp. 6-8. 
Trans .: Some Corollaries to the Erlang Formulae. 

13. Samtalsminut eller trafikenhet. 
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